are satisfied, M being a constant depending on the matrix a n *. Immediately thereafter, Steinhaus [1911 ] proved that no regular A has a summability field containing all sequences; in fact, to each A correspond sequences, whose elements are zeros and ones, which are nonsummable A. Actually, Toeplitz and Steinhaus considered only rowfinite transformations, but their methods give the facts stated.
An attempt to prove that each regular A has a summability field containing some divergent sequences cannot succeed, because there exist regular methods A whose summability fields are identical with the class of convergent sequences. Convergence is the simplest example. A classic theorem of Mercer [1907] and its generalizations, known as Mercerian Theorems, provide further examples. More examples of less special forms have been given by Agnew [1932] , Sunouchi [1934] and Radó [1938] . It is the purpose of this paper to prove and discuss the following theorem and a generalization of it. It is of course well known and obvious that if the matrix a n k has an inverse a n k, in the sense that (1) holds if and only if CO then at least one divergent sequence s n is summable A (such that <r n converges) if and only if the matrix a n k fails to be conservative. The more general case in which the transformation (1) is reversible (in the sense of Mazur and Banach) was treated by J. D. Hill [1942] . The virtue of the criterion (5) lies in the fact that it is a simple criterion involving the matrix a nk itself; it may be used when a nk has no inverse, and when the inverse exists but is so complicated that the test for conservatism is not easily applied.
2. The condition (5). Each of the conditions (2), (3), and (4) has an obvious interpretation involving the matrix For example, (3) means that the elements of each column form a sequence converging to zero. The meaning of (5) is, roughly, that | a n k\ is near zero whenever both n and k are large. When a matrix satisfies (2), (3), and (4), there are several conditions which imply and are implied by (5). One is the condition (8) displayed below; it says, in other words, that the limit in (3) is uniform over the set i»l, 2, 3, • • • .
3. A generalization of Theorem 1. While proving Theorem 1, we can, without introducing complications, prove the following more general theorem. Actually, the proof will show clearly that there are "many" such sequences summable A.
Proof of Theorem 3.
Let a n h be a matrix satisfying (7) and (8). We establish Theorem 3 by exhibiting a divergent sequence s n , whose elements are all zeros and ones, which is summable A to zero. To simplify typography, we sometimes write a(n, k) and s(k) for a n k andsfc. Let a(l), a(2), • • • be a sequence, of positive numbers, which converges to 0 so rapidly than na(n)->0; for example, let a(n) ~n~~2. Let 0(1), j8(2), • • • be a sequence, of positive numbers, which converges to 0. The hypothesis (8) Therefore, since pa(p)~-*0 and j8(£)->0, <r w -»0. Thus the particular divergent sequence of zeros and ones is summable -4 to 0 and Theorem 3 is proved.
5. Relations between two methods of summability. Let B and C be two matrix methods of summability regular or not, of the form (1). It is the purpose of this section to discuss standard general procedures for determining relations between B and C, and to show how Theorems 1 and 3 may be used. One says that B includes C, or IOC, if <B{s w } ~C{$n] whenever C\s n ] exists; and that B is stronger than C ii B{s n ] exists whenever C\$ n } exists, while B{s n } exists for at least one sequence for which C{s n } fails to exist. Two methods B and Care consistent if B{s n } **C{s n ) whenever both B{s n } and C{s n } exist, and are equivalent if B\s n ) ~C{s n } whenever at least one of B{s n } and C{s n \ exist.
For simplicity, we assume that C is triangular and has an inverse; this means that c n k -0 when k>n and that c nn 7*0 for each w = l, 2, • • • . Let a>nk be the matrix of the transformation A defined by A -BC~l. It is standard practice to use the fact that BZ)C
